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The repayment of evidence a criminal act conducted by the prosecutor does not preclude the possibility on goods evidence the criminal act of traffic accidents, good that causes loss of life and serious injuries. The troubles in this research namely how can the implementation of the repayment of the evidence the criminal act of traffic accidents by the prosecutor? and whether factors that impede in the implementation of the repayment of the evidence the criminal act of traffic accidents?

The methodology used through the approach of juridical normative and the approach of empirical. Data collected through the study of literature and field studies. Speakers in this research include the prosecutor in District Attorney Kalianda, criminal and Lecturer’s University Law Faculty Lampung.

The results of research and discussion can be concluded that the implementation of the evidence a criminal act of traffic accidents by prosecutors that is the case of traffic have received the award inkracht (decisions already received the power of a fixed law) and the judge make a thrumming decisions, the passage of 1 out of decisions one week after inkracht decisions .The factor that in the implementation of the evidence a criminal act of traffic accidents among other people already mentioned or explained the contents of the passage in decisions not want or late taking evidence, denial of people entitled to receive evidence, and the efforts to appeal and cassation either by public prosecutors and the defendant own culture and the lack of community law.

Recommendations is as executor of the prosecutor should be in evidence in the recording to do with jelly and conscientious Ruphasan taken before on, so that the security of the evidence can be maintained and will minimize the complaint or complaint from the person entitled to receive evidence.
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